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The Dramatic Conclusion to Michael Phillips's Shetland Islands SagaLoni Ford's unexpected

inheritance of substantial real estate--not to mention a title--in the Shetland Islands has caused

more than a stir in the quiet fishing hamlet of Whales Reef. How is life ever to be the same with

an outsider--and a woman, at that--playing such a pivotal role in the life of this conservative

community? But it isn't just the locals who have deep misgivings about the current situation.

Loni herself never imagined this in her wildest dreams.What Loni is more sure of, however, is

that she is falling in love--with Whales Reef, with its hardy people, with its simple, peaceful way

of life, and with local chieftain David Tulloch, whose inheritance she has usurped, at least in the

eyes of some.But life in Whales Reef is not without drama. Deep rifts exist between certain

lifelong residents, and when one local resident turns up dead, suspicion is cast in the direction

of the island's most prominent family. How Loni and David deal with this challenge will go a

long way in determining their future, and that of the quaint island community.
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a series about generational legacies, those that extend in both directions. As I have written

these stories, my thoughts have been filled with influences that have come down to me from

my own parents and grandparents and ancestors even further back, including their Quaker

heritage. And I am constantly reminded of those who have followed, namely Judy’s and my

sons and grandchildren, and whatever my life has been and will be capable of passing on to

them.More than two decades ago I dedicated books of a series to our three sons. They were

young, and my father’s heart was filled with visions of the years ahead we would share

together. Now they are grown men. Whatever legacy a father is able to pass on to his sons

looks much different to me at today’s more mature vantage point from which to assess life’s

unfolding and progressive journey—both mine and theirs.Therefore, to our three sons and the

men of spiritual stature they have each become, I gratefully and lovingly dedicate the volumes
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SHETLAND ISLANDSLoni Ford, heiress to most of the land surrounding her on this remote

island in the Shetlands, set down the book in her lap and breathed deeply of the fresh morning

air.The unbelievable change that had come to her life began two months ago with the fateful

letter from Shetland solicitor Jason MacNaughton.Dear Miss Ford, she had read,Last year in

the small Scottish fishing village of Whales Reef in the Shetland Islands, Mr. Macgregor Tulloch

passed away leaving no will and no immediate family. After an exhaustive search . . . we finally

have been able to locate . . . you as the closest living heir to Mr. Tulloch’s estate.The last thing

Loni had expected was for the island and village of Whales Reef to exercise such magic upon

her that she would fall in love with them. The contrast could not have been greater between her

fast-paced life in Washington, D.C., and the peaceful setting in which she now found herself.As

she explored the island and met villagers and familiarized herself with the Cottage, discovering

books and heirlooms and photographs, Loni slowly found new places coming to life within her.

The land and surroundings, the people and history, the traditional Scottish music, even such

simple things as plaids and tartans and oatcakes, tugged at her soul with emotions altogether

new. She had grown up knowing almost nothing about her roots. Suddenly she had more family

connections than she knew what to do with.From the antipathy in which she was held at first by

those who considered her an American usurper to old Macgregor’s inheritance, gradually the

people of the island warmed to her presence. They began greeting her with smiles and bows

and curtseys. She stood nearly a head taller than all the women, and several inches above

most of the men of the island. What could be more logical in their legend-steeped minds than

that she was an ancient Norse goddess or Scottish queen, the Auld Tulloch’s long-lost heir in

whom the Scots and Norse strains had come to rest? They invited her into their homes for

simple meals around peat fires and tea made the old-fashioned way, with water boiled in a

black kettle hanging from an iron hook in the fireplace. They told stories of the old times, about

grandparents and aunts and uncles and dead bodies and hidden rooms and legends. Each

contributed its share in beguiling Loni into the complex tapestry of island life.Perhaps most

surprising, after a rocky start, Loni’s perceptions about clan chief David Tulloch became more

personal. The whole island now suspected how things stood between their new American laird

and their chief.Loni smiled at the thought. During those first days with David, she had made a

fool of herself more than once. Yet their relationship had blossomed like a slowly unfolding



flower of subtle hues.She glanced down at the heather and wool ring on her right hand. Did

she dare hope it signified more than mere friendship?Now here she was calling the island

Cottage “home,” while her modern apartment in Washington, D.C., sat vacant, and her office on

the seventh floor of the prestigious Capital Towers building was occupied by a temp who had

taken her place as Maddy’s assistant.The only question now was, how long would the fairy tale

last? What lay over the horizon of her future? What would she do about her job in D.C.? Could

she find a way to balance her life there and her life here as the new “laird” of Whales Reef? For

a few more days at least, Loni was content to live in the glow of the dream.She had grown to

love every inch of this small island in the North Atlantic. She had adopted David’s custom of

starting each day walking its bluffs and moors and coastlines. The two did not often encounter

each other during their solitary morning rambles, though each occupied the other’s thoughts.

David’s early excursions from the Auld Hoose on the other side of the island had usually

concluded before hers began. The sea air had not succeeded in making her quite such an

early riser as he.Her favorite place to come and read, when it was not too cold, was the large

flat rock on which she now sat, mostly sunk into the peat turf of the surrounding landscape.She

looked about . . . quietly, peacefully, drawing in several long draughts of the crisp morning air,

then returned her attention to the book in her lap. She smiled as she remembered opening it a

month before to see in careful script, The Journal of Emily Hanson. On the next page were the

words with which Emily had begun her tale so long ago.I am so excited! A month ago I learned

of an opportunity to travel to the Shetland Islands . . .How different, Loni thought, from her own

first thoughts of coming here. She was discovering every day how similar she and her great-

grandmother actually were, and how parallel had been their sojourns in this place.Her thoughts

drifted back in time to her great-grandmother’s unlikely adventure.2Exciting OpportunityJUNE

1924NEW YORK HARBORNEW YORK CITY, UNITED STATESA young woman stood at the

rail of the Norwegian ocean liner Viking Queen. Her final good-byes said, Emily Hanson

thought fondly of her farewell three days earlier with the dear woman who had helped make

this trip possible.“Good-bye, Grandma,” said Emily. “This would not be happening without

you.”“You just have the time of your life in Scotland,” replied Grandma Hanson with a hug and a

smile. “And don’t forget to write down everything,” she added, pointing to the wrapped package

in Emily’s hand. “Remember what I told you about when I was your age. This next month will

change your life.”“Thank you, Grandma. I will remember.”Emily knew she was not the

adventurous type. But this was a rare opportunity such as might never come again. She was

determined to make the most of it. When the dean of her college told her about traveling to the

Shetland Islands as a companion for her aunt, Emily knew immediately that the main objection

would come from her father.“My father is planning for me to spend the summer with my elderly

grandmother,” she told Dean Wilson. “She lives only three miles from us in Burlington. He feels

that she should no longer live alone, that she needs someone with her.”“Ah, yes . . . I see,”

replied the dean. “Well, family concerns always weigh in the balance. However, you will discuss

the trip with them?”“Of course. And my mother can be very persuasive,” Emily added with an

inward smile.Tingling with excitement, Emily telephoned her parents that same evening. The

moment she heard of it, Emily’s mother had no intention of allowing anything to stand in the

way of such an opportunity. Discussions and plans followed, as did a meeting between Emily

and Dean Wilson’s aunt, Harriett Barnes.All that remained was for Emily to apply for a

passport. An experienced traveler, Mrs. Barnes took everything in hand and saw to all the

necessary arrangements.“I know you will take good care of our daughter, Harriett,” said Mrs.

Hanson, shaking the hand of Emily’s temporary guardian one last time before the older woman

left the three Hansons alone beside the ship for their final good-byes.“I will, Amelia,” replied



Mrs. Barnes with a twinkle in her eye. “But don’t forget, it is Emily who is supposed to be taking

care of me!”“From what short time we have known one another, I have the feeling you can take

care of yourself.”Mrs. Barnes laughed. “You are right. There is not much I haven’t seen in my

years of travel. I am just glad to have Emily with me. She is a delightful young lady. I anticipate

that we will become great friends.”3New LeafAUGUST 2006WASHINGTON, D.C.At length Loni

closed the journal, pulled her sweater more tightly around her shoulders, rose, and made her

way back toward the Cottage. Bringing her reflections back to the present, her thoughts

strayed, not back in time ninety years where they had been occupied with Emily’s story, but

across the Atlantic five hours. Her boss and best friend would be up with her morning’s first cup

of coffee and expecting her call.———In Washington, D.C., Madison aka “Maddy” Swift sat at

her desk, anticipating her call with Loni between 5:30 and 6:00. She sipped on a second cup of

coffee and found herself growing uncharacteristically thoughtful. She had been pensive ever

since her return from the Shetlands. She was beginning to understand why the small island of

Whales Reef had taken such hold on her friend. Her reflective musings often revolved around

her brief visits with crusty old Dougal Erskine. Suddenly she had been a girl with her

grandfather again, thinking of things she had not experienced in years. Her visits to the family

farm in central Virginia now came racing back out of the mists, stirring long dormant whispers

of wistful nostalgia.It wasn’t only Dougal Erskine, however, and his sheep and adorable little

Shetland ponies, or even the pastoral setting of Loni’s “Cottage” that had Maddy’s thoughts

meandering along the byways of her past. Her conversation with Loni about her brief foray into

the mysterious world of love had unsettled her more than Maddy would have thought

possible.She had tried desperately to put it out of her mind. She had come to terms with her

life. She was a businesswoman, not a romantic. She was chunky. She knew that. No man ever

looked at her twice.She didn’t care. She was a single career woman. She liked her life.Why,

then, had the Shetlands taken such hold of her? What was gnawing at her, making her long for

something she knew she didn’t have?Maddy was happy for her friend. Yet watching her talk

with David and laugh and walk about the island at his side raised the discomforting realization

that perhaps she hadn’t dealt with the realities of her own life as thoroughly as she had

assumed. She couldn’t erase from her mind the sight of Loni and David sitting in front of the

fireplace, talking like they had known each other all their lives. What woman didn’t long for such

a friendship with a man?Maddy glanced around her office—tidy, organized, businesslike. She

was at the top of the investment world. Speaking engagements and job offers came in almost

daily. But you couldn’t snuggle up at night with account ledgers and a computer.Was it too late

for financial whiz Madison Swift?Too late for what? She didn’t even know what she meant.She

glanced at her watch, then logged into Skype. A few minutes later Loni’s face appeared on the

computer screen in front of her.“Hey, girl!” said Maddy. “You must have found a high-tech site

for Skyping.”“Believe it or not, I’m calling from home,” replied Loni. “You know, the Cottage.”“The

twenty-first century comes to Whales Reef. I’m shocked!”Loni laughed. “I had BT out to set up

my internet two days ago—the British version of AT&T. I’m connected to the world again! Sort

of intrudes on the old-fashioned feel of the place. But I don’t suppose it could be

helped.”“Tycoons have to be connected.”“You and that tycoon talk! I tell you, I’m just Loni

Ford.”“I thought you said over there you were Alonnah.”“Oh, yeah—I forgot. Still haven’t quite

figured all that out. But a tycoon I’m not.”“Give yourself time!”A thoughtful expression stole over

Loni’s face.“What?” said Maddy.“I don’t know—just pensive, I suppose,” replied Loni. “Being

here does that to me. I was just rereading the first pages of my great-grandmother’s journal

again a few minutes ago, about when she first came here. I get goose bumps whenever I open

her journal, as if I’m reading about myself. You know, like Dick Van Dyke said in Mary Poppins,



‘What’s going to happen has all happened before.’ It’s that same kind of weird—as if I’m reliving

her life.”“Sounds spooky, girl—a bit too much reincarnation for my taste!”“I don’t mean it like

that!” laughed Loni. “It’s just . . . I don’t know, I can’t explain it. But what is that you’re wearing,”

she said. “I don’t recognize it.”“It’s new,” said Maddy. “I’ll model it for you,” she added, rising

from her chair and taking a few steps back.“Whoa . . . Maddy!” exclaimed Loni. “A dress! I

thought you had sworn off dresses for life. The blue is perfect on you. And so early in the

day.”“I’ve got a breakfast meeting.”“It’s lovely—what’s the occasion? An important new

client?”“No, routine stuff.”“Why the dress then?”“I just thought about what you said when we

were in New York about my having nice eyes. I shouldn’t have given you a bad time about that.

You were just being nice. I’m sorry.”“Hey, forget it. Nae botha, as they say here.”“Maybe you

were right. What would it hurt for me to look more feminine? I bought it yesterday—on an

impulse, I suppose.”“Maddy, I’m shocked!” laughed Loni. “Is this really Madison Swift

talking?”“Maybe the new Madison Swift. If the Shetlands can change you, why shouldn’t some

of it rub off on me? Actually, there’s something I wanted to ask you.”“Sure.”“Are you sitting

down?”“I am.”“Promise you won’t laugh.”“Okay. What is it, Maddy?”“What’s the name of that

gym where you work out?”Loni stared back, speechless.“You’re not kidding?”“I thought it

wouldn’t hurt to lose a few pounds.”“It’s Capital Fitness Center. But why this—?”“No questions,”

interrupted Maddy. “I might not stick with it, so let’s just leave it at that.”“Fair enough. But Hugh’s

a member. That’s why I joined. You’re likely to run into him if you go between six and eight after

work.”“I’ll avoid that time slot! I might stop in and sign up this morning before my resolve fades.

Have you heard anything from him, by the way . . . you know, after the ring episode?”“Not a

thing, but how would he contact me? By the way, don’t give him this number or tell him my

email’s back up and running. Have you heard from him?”“No. Though my temp said a guy who

sounds like it might have been Hugh was here looking for either of us when I was in Scotland

with you.”“I’m not surprised. Knowing Hugh, I can’t imagine him not trying to bowl me over with

chocolates and flowers trying to change my mind.”“Chrysanthemums, no doubt.”“Probably,”

laughed Loni. “Let’s just say it is probably a good thing I’m five thousand miles away. He’s had

everything his way for so long I doubt he’ll give up without trying to talk me out of my decision.

But he knows nothing about David.”“That will shock him—Oh, I almost forgot,” exclaimed

Maddy. “Guess what—big news. They finally announced the opening of the New York

branch.”“And?” said Loni excitedly.“As you always said, they offered me a vice-presidency to

head it up.”“Maddy, that’s great—congratulations!”“Thank you.”“And you told them

yes?”“Provisionally. I didn’t want to commit myself until your future clarifies somewhat. I have a

couple months to make a decision. They’re planning a big launch for the first of the year. I

always said we’d do New York together. But now you’ve gone and fallen in love with a

Scotsman.”“But you’d take the job even if I couldn’t go with you?”“I don’t know, Loni. We’re a

team. Let’s just say I’m considering the options. Meanwhile, they’re already interviewing for my

replacement here in D.C. Interested?”“No way. I wouldn’t want the job if you weren’t

around.”“The word is they’re looking at an independent consultant from outside. But I gotta

run.”“Congratulations again.”———Loni turned off her computer and smiled. She could still

hardly believe it—Maddy in a dress and signing up at a gym!Unconsciously she looked up at

the clock on the wall. By this time tomorrow she and David would be on their way to Lerwick on

an errand that would be anything but pleasant. Whales Reef was still rocking from the shocking

developments of the previous week. As laird and chief of the small island clan, she and David

had to do their best to help the authorities get to the bottom of the scandal.Hopefully they

would find some answers in the Shetland capital.She sat a few more minutes, slowly growing

pensive again, then picked up the journal and walked into the Great Room and began reading



where she had left off before the chat with Maddy. Again the eerie feeling of déjà vu stole over

her as she continued reading about her great-grandmother’s departure from New York ninety-

two years before.4Setting SailJUNE 1924NEW YORK HARBORNEW YORK CITY, UNITED

STATESFrom where she stood at the rail of the massive ship waving down to her parents,

Emily knew her mother was crying. The occasional movement of her gloved hand to her eyes

was indication enough.Miles Hanson, however, was unlikely to be shedding tears on this day.

Emily’s father prided himself on his level-headed business sense. The banking executive and

his wife, Amelia, had raised their seven children in a large Colonial house on twenty wooded

acres outside Burlington, New Jersey. The tract had come down to him as a portion of an

originally much larger grant of land to the well-known Woolman family, from which Miles

Hanson had descended through one of the Woolman daughters.Like many Quakers, Emily’s

father had sound business instincts and had done well for himself. In his mid-fifties he had

risen to the echelons of bank upper management. He was also a stern traditionalist. When his

wife, choosing a suitable moment four years earlier, had informed him that Emily wanted to

attend college, his first response was that his own alma mater, Haverford College outside

Philadelphia, did not admit women and so the thing was impossible.He was soon to discover

that his wife and daughter were well ahead of him. They had already investigated several other

Quaker institutions. With his other sons and daughters marrying and leaving home, the idea of

Emily flying from the nest at such a young age was a blow to Miles Hanson’s well-ordered

world.Among America’s Christian denominations, Quakers had always been at the vanguard of

progressive thinking. Had it not been his own ancestor, Quaker John Woolman, who had

awakened the American conscience against slavery fully a century before the Civil War?

Quakers, too, were socially ahead of their time in respect of women and their standing in the

world. Yet these were uncomfortable times for men like Miles Hanson. Quaker women were

speaking up and making their own decisions.In spite of his reservations, therefore, his wife and

daughter and mother made all the arrangements for Emily’s adventure.———“Well, young

lady,” Hanson had said stoically a few minutes earlier, “it would seem that the time has come

for you to get aboard. You don’t want to be left behind.”“There is little danger of that, Daddy. Not

with Mrs. Barnes watching out for me.”“Yes, well, I just hope she is a worthy chaperone. You will

encounter many worldly influences. Do not be swept up in them.”“I won’t, Daddy,” said Emily.

She gave him a reassuring smile. “I hope you will not worry about me.”“It is a father’s

responsibility to protect his children. I only fear that in this case, I have not been given—”“I

know you didn’t want me to go, Daddy,” interrupted Emily. “But I thank you for allowing me to,”

she added quickly. “Good-bye, Daddy.” She wrapped her arms around his waist and laid her

head on his chest. “I love you.”On her part, Amelia Hanson was full of more emotions than she

could define. They were things her husband could never understand about what it meant to be

a woman in the 1920s. This opportunity for Emily represented more than merely a trip across

the Atlantic. On her shoulders she carried the dreams and aspirations of a rising generation of

women who were bursting the bonds of former barriers. Amelia Hanson knew she would never

set eyes on Europe. But her daughter was on her way to do just that. Like Emily, she had

dreamed of going to college. But in the late nineteenth century in her family, such had been

unthinkable. Now Emily was poised to graduate from Wilmington in another year. Through

Emily, perhaps some of Amelia’s own secret dreams would be fulfilled.She had said good-bye

many times since Emily first left for college. But today’s parting was different. Her daughter was

setting off for a different part of the globe. Who could erase the memory of the Titanic from

twelve years before? Putting Emily on a train for Ohio was not the same as sending her off on

an ocean liner.All these thoughts lay hidden in Amelia Hanson’s heart as she now said farewell



to her youngest daughter.“You’re not going to cry, are you, Mama?” Emily said.“Certainly I’m

going to cry!” replied Amelia. “Do you think I am going to send my youngest daughter halfway

around the world and keep my tears inside? I will cry all the way back to Burlington!”“Oh,

Mama,” said Emily. She tried to laugh but was close to tears herself. “There is nothing to worry

about.”“It’s just that you will be so very far away.”“I won’t be gone even so long as when I leave

for college.”“My brain knows that. But a woman’s emotions are not ruled by her brain. All I can

think is that five thousand miles of dangerous ocean will be between you and me. What if some

dashing Englishman sweeps you off your feet? What if you forget all about us and begin talking

with a British accent?”“No dashing Englishman will pay the slightest attention to me,” laughed

her daughter.“Don’t be too sure, Emily. Still, the mother in me hopes you are right.”“You don’t

want me to be an old maid, do you, Mama?” teased Emily.“Of course not, dear,” smiled Mrs.

Hanson. “But neither am I quite ready yet for you to be swept off your feet.”“I think I have

enough of Daddy’s stoicism in my blood to keep my wits about me.—Oh, there’s Mrs. Barnes

waving frantically. It’s time for us to walk up the gangplank for the last time.—Good-bye,

Mama.”Mother and daughter embraced.“I love you, Emily.”“I love you too, Mama. Thank you for

everything. And thank you for the book.”“Times like this, away from home in a strange place,

are perhaps the greatest opportunities for spiritual growth that come to us.”“Thank you, Mama.

Most of all, thank you for believing in me.”“I do believe in you, Emily. Good-bye . . . and have the

time of your life.”———Emily was too young to fully grasp the emotions for one like her mother

watching her daughter take such a giant step into the unknown. Yet she sensed that something

bigger than her own life was at stake.A thunderous rumble from the ship’s horn suddenly

drowned out all the shouts and final farewells. Emily felt a tremor beneath her.They were under

way!5An Interview to RememberJUNE 2006WASHINGTON, D.C.The Capital Towers building

maintained an exercise room on its ground floor, with showers and locker rooms. However,

Maddy had no intention of allowing anyone in the building to see her trying to exercise for the

first time in her life. Capital Fitness was only a few blocks away. She would undergo the

humiliation there.Twenty minutes had proved more than enough for her first session several

hours after her breakfast meeting. By then she was sweating like a cow. The idea of dressing

again for work was hopeless, unless she took a cold shower and that was equally against her

principles as exercise. She had to sit around cooling off for twenty more wasted minutes before

showering and returning to work.On the second day of her foray into this brave new world of

fitness, therefore, she changed in the locker room at work and walked to Capital Fitness. Forty

minutes later the return walk to Capital Towers helped her cool off. The walk to and from her

workout—so-called, though for Loni it would hardly qualify as a warm-up—would be an added

concession to her revamped daily regimen, if she could just manage to sneak in and out of the

building without being seen in the hideous lavender sweat suit she’d grabbed off a clearance

table.Forgoing lunch for the gym, arms, shoulders, back, and legs rebelling at the torture to

which she was subjecting them, and starving on top of everything else—the salad she’d had

the night before, and a bowl of fruit and yogurt that morning, were hardly enough to keep a

sparrow alive!—Maddy slipped through the doors of Capital Towers and quickly made for the

narrow corridor leading to the lockers.The lobby was unusually deserted for one o’clock. Two

men in dark suits stood with their backs turned at the bank of elevators. Maddy walked by on

the opposite side of the lobby. The ding of the elevator drew her eye. The men stepped inside

and turned.Suddenly Maddy’s knees buckled, and her throat went dry. There was no mistaking

that face or that smile!The doors glided into motion. He glanced her way. As quickly as their

eyes met, the doors closed. Praying he had not recognized her in such a ridiculous getup,

Maddy hurried from the lobby.Five minutes later she sat on a bench in the locker room, still in



her gym suit, perspiring again, though not from a stair-stepper or elliptical machine.Get

yourself together, girl! she said to herself. Whatever you thought you saw was just your

imagination. Get off your duff, put on your professional mojo, and go back to work. The exercise

endorphins are playing tricks on your brain!Only moderately successful in heeding her internal

pep talk, Maddy managed to make herself presentable and returned to her office.A message

was waiting on her phone. She eased her aching body behind her desk with a sigh. She knew

she had reached the moment of truth in this lunchtime resolve. For the price of a chocolate

croissant across the street she would chuck the whole thing, forget the gym, give her sneakers

and sweats to a thrift shop, and be done with it.She pressed Play on her answering

machine.Miss Swift, it’s Lucy up on the tenth floor. Mr. Chalmers would like to see you at two

o’clock. He wants you to meet one of the finalists he’s interviewing for your position.Maddy

glanced at the clock on the wall. One-twenty. That would just give her enough time to make a

couple of calls and bone up on the précis she had been preparing outlining her responsibilities

in case it was needed. Company President Adrian Chalmers had been with Capital just three

years but was determined to make his mark. The New York expansion had been one of his

goals since his first day in the building. After announcing her selection to head up the new

division last week, he had asked Maddy to help with the final vetting process in the hiring of her

replacement.She emerged from the elevator on the tenth floor at one-fifty-seven.“Hello, Miss

Swift,” said Chalmers’s executive assistant as Maddy walked into the presidential suite. “You

may go right in.”Maddy crossed the reception area, opened the door, and entered the inner

sanctum of power—a room so large, with original art on the walls and four-foot brass and

copper sculptures in opposite corners, that it could house five offices.“Ah, Miss Swift!” said

Chalmers, rising from behind his intimidating six-by-four-foot desk. “Come in—good of you to

join us.”Out of the corner of her eye, Maddy saw the navy blue suit she had noticed at the

elevator downstairs. She would recognize the profile of that head and face even had a hundred

years passed. Momentary faintness again threatened her. She struggled toward the empty

chair beside Chalmers’s guest, hoping he would not remember her.“Sit down, Miss Swift,” said

Chalmers. “I would like . . .”The man’s head turned.“. . . to introduce—”“Madison!” exclaimed the

newcomer, leaping from his chair. “Madison Swift . . . it is you!”Maddy found herself caught up

in an embrace that nearly squeezed the air out of her lungs.“Miss Swift, meet Tennyson

Stafford,” said Chalmers, laughing at the spectacle. “I gather the two of you already know each

other!”“I apologize, Mr. Chalmers,” said Stafford, stepping back as he sent his eyes over

Maddy’s face with a smile. He resumed his seat, and Maddy sat down beside him. “Not very

professional of me, I admit. I hope that outburst won’t cost me the job. But yes, Miss Swift and I

worked in the same office some years ago—though I assume from the dazed expression on

her face that she does not remember me.—”Again he turned toward Maddy.“Madison,” he said,

“it was in Atlanta, at Southern Securities . . . we were both wet behind the ears and just getting

started. I’m sure you don’t—”“I remember you very well, Tennyson,” said Maddy, trying to sound

calmer than she felt. Suddenly her recent exercise rushed back over her. In seconds her dress

felt drenched. She hoped her face wasn’t as hot and red as the rest of her. She was too young

for hot flashes, but this definitely qualified! He was even more handsome than she

remembered. “Actually,” she added, “I’m surprised you remember me. I was just a kid, but you

were a rising star.”“I was probably too ambitious for my own good back then,” laughed Stafford.

“Now here we are again and you are the star and I am the lowly interviewee hoping for the

position you are leaving behind. When I heard Mr. Chalmers say Miss Swift, I couldn’t believe it.

I had no idea I was applying for your job.”“Well, this little reunion should make the transition

smooth and pleasant,” said Chalmers. “Have no fear about your spontaneity, Mr. Stafford. We



like to think of Capital Investments as a family.—Lucy,” he said into his intercom, “if you

wouldn’t mind bringing us three espressos.”He rose, motioning to Maddy and Stafford. “Come,”

he said as he walked out from behind his desk, “we will be more comfortable over on the

couches. Coffee will be along in a minute.”The rest of the awkward interview passed in a blur.

Maddy remembered almost nothing that was said. Forty minutes went by as Tennyson and her

boss talked about hedge funds and what mergers were on the horizon and the price of gold

and inflated real estate values and indexed funds and IPOs and the future of the

NASDAQ.6Surprise ReunionWhen the meeting was over, Maddy and Tennyson Stafford left

the presidential presence and walked through the reception area without speaking. Maddy had

recovered her equilibrium, though now that they were alone together her mouth again went dry.

They made their way to the elevators. Fortuitously there were no others waiting. Slowly the

doors closed behind them.“So . . . alone at last,” said Stafford. “What’s your floor?” he asked as

he pressed the button for the ground floor lobby.“I’m on seven, but I’ll see you out of the

building,” replied Maddy.“Gosh, Madison—it is so great to see you,” said Stafford, beaming. “I

really can’t believe it. You look good! I love your dress—blue, my favorite color. And you’ve

obviously done well for yourself. Who’s the star now!”Maddy laughed. “I don’t know about that.

But yes, I’ve been fortunate.”“How long have you been here?”“Twelve years. I came straight

from Atlanta. What about you? You’d landed a cushy position in Chicago, last I knew.”“Yeah, it

was okay. I was there four years. But I didn’t like the city, and the grind of office life wasn’t for

me.”“What did you do after that? Your name hasn’t come up in my circles.”“I went into business

for myself as a private investment consultant. I’ve been specializing in what you might call

unusual opportunities for investors who want a more hands-on experience—adventurous, you

might say . . . personal . . . out of the mainstream.”“I’m afraid you’ve lost me,” said Maddy. “I take

it you’re not talking about blue chips and banking and utilities or municipal bonds?”“Not

exactly!” laughed Stafford. “I offer investors the chance to experience their investments.”“Have

you been in Chicago all this time?”“Oh no—I was anxious to get out of there. I set up my new

company in Alaska.”“Alaska!”Stafford laughed. “It fits the adventure image. People love it.”The

elevator reached the ground floor, and they stepped into the lobby. A grin slowly crept to his

face.“That wasn’t you I saw a couple hours ago, was it,” he said, “in the gym suit?”“I’m afraid it

was,” replied Maddy with obvious embarrassment. “I’d just come from the gym.”“An athlete, are

you? We’ll have to go for a run together sometime.”They moved slowly toward the main doors,

then gradually came to a stop and continued talking in the middle of the lobby.“Tell me more

about your adventurous investments,” said Maddy, anxious to get off the subject of going for a

run.“Let’s say a guy wants to invest in timber in the Northwest,” answered Stafford. “I put him

with a dozen others who are interested. Then I organize a backpacking expedition into the

wilds of Canada or Washington or wherever. We fly into some remote location that is included

in the portfolio. We use experienced guides and bring along a gourmet cook who can do his

thing over coals. It’s pretty high end, not your run-of-the-mill backpacking thing—comfy tents

and cots . . . I spare no expense. These guys are all millionaires and you’ve got to treat them

well while giving them the flavor of roughing it. By the end of a week, they are the best of

friends. Most important, they have hugged the trees and forded the streams they are thinking

of buying. The investment has become personal. So much the better if they’ve seen a bear or

bald eagle. They’re personally invested in the investment. They’re buying forests they traipsed

through and slept in.”“What a fantastic idea.”“I use the same strategy for all my investments—a

copper mine in the Southwest, we ride in on horseback and explore old abandoned mine

shafts. Transportation, I’ll put the men at the controls of an eighteen-wheeler or a locomotive

pulling a hundred freight cars. Conservation, we’ll go out and count the spotted owls in Oregon



or endangered pandas in some remote part of China. I’ll take them anywhere in the world. If

some local investment group is considering investing in a bond measure to build a new football

stadium, I send every one of them out to interview neighbors and business leaders and the

players themselves. What do players want, how will the community be impacted? By the time

that stadium is finished, these people truly own it personally, even though it may be only one

tenth of a tenth of a percent. Oil exploration, we go to Scotland and spend a week on a North

Sea oil rig. Grain or beef or soybean futures, we’ll head for Iowa and I’ll put them on a combine

or tractor in the middle of a wheat field.”“How ingenious! How did you think of all that?”“I don’t

know,” laughed Stafford. “I always had an outdoor streak in me. This is my way to marry

business with pleasure, I suppose. Now people come to me with their investment ideas. I don’t

have to send out a prospectus. They come to me and say, ‘We’re thinking of such-and-such an

investment—how can you make it personal, get us involved, help us know up close and

personal whether we want to pursue it or not?’ As you would expect, I have a very select client

list.”“I’ve never heard anything like it.”“It’s not without its dangers. We were doing a mountain

climb in Nepal and wound up in the middle of a flare-up of hostilities between two local tribes.

One of the groups thought we were spying for their enemies and took us prisoners. It was

frightening to say the least, but we survived it and were eventually released. Needless to say,

that was an investment opportunity that did not materialize. My clients never wanted to see that

part of the world again!”“What sort of investment took you to Nepal?”“Don’t ask!” laughed

Stafford. “Not one of my greatest triumphs.”It fell silent for a moment.“I’m not making the same

money I might on Wall Street,” said Stafford more seriously. “But I love what I do. And my

clients are so appreciative they keep coming back.”“Except the Nepal group!”Stafford laughed.

“Believe it or not, they did come back . . . but for something a little safer—

telecommunications.”“What was your hands-on adventure then?”“I put them into a television

station and had them run it for a week. Under the supervision of professionals, I made one a

producer, several became the news crew, a couple had to go out and sell advertising, two

reporters went out and tried to find news stories that no one else had. Another had to assess

the ratings and make programming decisions, and I put three on the air in front of the camera—

a weatherman, an anchor, and a woman who was an accomplished chef I put into a cooking

show. They all had a ball.”“And after all this, now you want to reenter the investment

mainstream again?” said Maddy.Stafford thought a moment. “I still have my consulting

business. But my parents live in Virginia. They own a small horse ranch where I grew up. They

are getting to the age where I have to think about the future. I felt it was time to settle down a

bit so that I’m nearby as they get older. I’m an only child. They have no one else.”“Very

admirable.”“It’s the right thing. Too many these days get so caught up chasing dreams they

forget life’s most important priorities. I’ve chased a few of my own. And I have more that

beckon. But I will never forget how much I owe my folks. They gave me life, put me through

college, supported everything I’ve ever done. Not only that, I love them. I’ll always be there for

them. If that means taking an office job, that’s what I’ll do.”“You sound like a friend of mine. My

assistant, actually—though she’s in Scotland at the moment.”“Vacation?”“No—family roots, an

inheritance that came to her . . . long story.”“Well, I shouldn’t keep the high-flying investment

analyst Madison Swift from her appointed rounds,” said Stafford. “I can’t tell you how good it is

to reconnect with you. You wouldn’t—”He paused, then smiled.“—I know it’s probably

presumptuous, and maybe you already have plans—power lunches with clients and all that,” he

added after a moment. “But is there any chance you’d have lunch with me tomorrow? I’m not

flying out for several days—I’m going to spend a little time with my folks. I’d love to catch up

more and find out what you’ve been doing since I last saw you.”“I have no plans,” smiled



Maddy. “Nothing big on the agenda. I’d like that.”7Shattering NewsOXFORD, ENGLANDIn the

Oxford boardinghouse that had been his home for most of the last four years, a young

Scotsman of twenty-three sat dejectedly staring into the fireless grate across his floor.For one

who had spent much of his sojourn at the great university garnering for himself a reputation as

the life of any party, he had never felt more despondent in his life. He took a swallow from the

glass in his hand. Even his favorite brandy tasted bitter.He lifted the single sheet of paper in his

left hand and glanced over the letter again. A second reading, however, did not change its

unambiguous message.. . . regret to inform you that your services will not be required.Three

weeks ago, with jubilant utopian farewells to his fellow graduates, he had been all optimism.

Life was ahead of him with all its possibilities.His father and stepmother had come south to

England for his commencement, to witness the culmination of their financial investment in his

youthful preparation for man’s estate. Not that he had given his father much of a return. He was

reasonably intelligent. But he had certainly not distinguished himself, though he had not

divulged to his father that he had barely squeaked through his final term.Yet the elder Tulloch

professed himself proud of his eldest son’s accomplishment, shaking Brogan’s hand

enthusiastically with affectionate esteem at the conclusion of the ceremony. It was just like his

father, thought Brogan, forever praising him even though they both knew there was precious

little about his academic career that could be considered praiseworthy. And Sally, beaming as

she embraced him, acted as proud as if he were her own son.He had been hanging around

Oxford, biding his time with nothing to do ever since, waiting for the job to come through. If his

bags weren’t exactly packed, in all other respects he was ready. He planned to depart for India

the moment word came through confirming his appointment to the diplomatic staff of Lord

Hartwell, whose son, his best friend at Oxford, had recommended him for the position.Morose

thoughts came sweeping over him as he gazed at the letter—not even signed by Lord Hartwell

himself.This was the final disillusionment. The ultimate humiliation. The unmistakable

confirmation that despite having a degree in hand, he had no future to look forward to.He had

banked everything on this job. Bertie Hartwell told him the thing was in the bag.Bertie’s father

had no doubt investigated his son’s friend more carefully than either hoped he would. He

shuddered to think what might be contained in the so-called letters of “recommendation” had

any of the Oxford faculty been asked for an academic reference on one Brogan Tulloch,

Esquire, of the Shetland Islands.A more important question than how it had happened bore the

practical consequences of his sudden predicament down upon him with crushing force: What

was he to do now?He had no job, no prospects, and a dreadful academic résumé.The thought

of returning to Shetland was intolerable in the extreme. Mortifying. Embarrassing. Slinking back

with his tail between his legs to take refuge under his father’s roof.The doors to the wider world

of opportunity had been slammed in his face. His family was not of the wealthy aristocratic

class of southern England. Brogan knew that his father did not possess the wherewithal, nor

the inclination to keep supporting him beyond making him welcome at the family home.He did

not relish the thought of hanging around for another twenty or thirty years—the failed eldest

son loitering about the old homestead until he inherited the lairdship.If he would be laird of his

father’s estate someday, that day would not come anytime soon. His father was in the prime of

his life. He had to find something to occupy himself besides kicking about the island among his

father’s sheep. The thought of mucking out the cattle and pony pens did not hold quite the

appeal now as it had when he was a boy.Perhaps he could wrangle his way onto the Hotel

staff. What better than for the laird’s son—donning the outer crust of the gentleman aristocrat

to welcome its guests and give them the thrill of brushing with the local nobility.None of the

Hotel’s visitors need know that his father wasn’t technically of the aristocracy. That he was



called laird and was also chief of their small Highland clan was enough to impress the

Germans, Norwegians, and especially the Americans who came to the island. As for the

English, they had their noses too high in the air to be impressed by anything.He cringed at the

thought of asking his father to use his influence to get him even a low-level position like

assistant to the maître d’hôtel.He would talk to Craig first.8At SeaOFF THE EASTERN

SEABOARD OF THE UNITED STATESAs the Viking Queen steamed out of New York Harbor

and gradually left land behind, Emily gazed out across the Atlantic, filled with feelings she

could not define. Suddenly she was alone. She had no one to depend on but herself. Yet the

last three years away from home had given her confidence that she could depend on

herself.She had never done anything that could be called dangerous. The most daring thing

she had ever done was confide to her mother four years ago that she wanted to go to

college.Her three years at Wilmington College had prepared her for this moment. It was

invigorating to stretch the legs of her personhood.As she continued to gaze toward the

unknown before her, Emily’s thoughts turned pensive.An observer would have found her a

study in contrasts, a personality still being molded. She had grown up as a dutifully obedient

daughter. She had followed the religious instruction of her parents. She was outspoken but not

loquacious, witty though with occasional bite to her words, an easy conversationalist but not

chatty. She held well-reasoned opinions yet felt no need to persuade others to her points of

view. She revered tradition while welcoming the future. She was studious but not highbrow,

bright but not haughty, logical without being pedantic, spunky but not overbearing.One of the

greatest character strengths within the developing personhood of young Emily Hanson was

humble curiosity.She was hungry to learn.Life presented her infinite interest. The natural world

—from plants to animals to the mysteries of the heavenly spheres floating in the vast universe

—were the canvas of her intellectual musings. If she possessed a scientific bent, it was science

suffused with just enough philosophy to keep her asking Why?Though she had selected the

animal kingdom as her chosen field of study, her greatest interest was people. Why men and

women became the individuals they were—each with a unique combination of strengths and

weaknesses, some with spiritual inclinations, others with no interest in life’s higher purpose—

these represented to Emily the secret of existence.The inner stories of those around her thus

presented Emily with life’s most fascinating mystery. Why were people growing in the directions

they were growing, for good or for ill? How had their life choices set their steps moving in those

directions?Emily was herself on the continuum of growth as well. Many hows and whys yet had

to reveal themselves in her own development. She had not yet set out to define herself.What

could be said about her with confidence was that she was moving in good directions. Yet Emily,

too, had weaknesses that only time would reveal whether she would turn to strengths. As most

character flaws are the mirror images of potential strengths, she could be impatient with

personal lethargy, as she perceived it, in those too content with themselves to hunger and

grow. She had little tolerance for self-satisfaction. If she possessed another fault, she was

annoyed by rudeness. On the other hand, she was occasionally prone to speak her mind

somewhat too hastily without considering the consequences. Some of her instructors at

Wilmington called her feisty. Whether that quality would develop into a character strength or a

character flaw would, again, take years of growth to determine.An hour or two later, Emily was

seated in a deck chair. Sleepily Mrs. Barnes at her side awoke from a nap.“I must have dozed

off,” she said. “How long was I asleep?”“About an hour, I think,” replied Emily.“I am a little chilly.

It must be the sea breeze.”“Shall I fetch your coat?” said Emily, beginning to rise.“No, dear. I’ll

be myself in a few minutes. The air is bracing,” she added, drawing in a deep breath. “I love sea

travel. What is that you are writing?”“My new journal,” replied Emily. “My grandmother gave it to



me for the trip.”“Read me what you have written.”Emily flushed. “I would be embarrassed,” she

said.“Nonsense. We are good friends by now. I have the feeling that by the time that journal is

filled, it will be a most interesting book.”Emily laughed. “It will just be my own thoughts and

feelings.”“As I say, a most interesting book. Now . . . read to me your first page. I promise I will

not ask you to read me another word from it.”“All right,” said Emily. She turned back to the first

page, hesitated a moment, then began. “I am so excited!” Emily read. “A month ago I learned

of an opportunity to travel to the Shetland Islands.”Emily glanced at Mrs. Barnes. “I was so

nervous when Dean Wilson called me to her office,” she said. “I thought I must be in trouble for

something, although I couldn’t imagine what.”“From what my niece has told me, that is unlikely.

She says you are a model student. Go on.”“At first Daddy objected to my going. But as it turned

out, Grandma Hanson was the most enthusiastic of all about the trip. She told Daddy that I was

going and that was all there was to it.”“Good for her!” exclaimed Mrs. Barnes.“She said that I

would be following in her footsteps.”“What did she mean?” asked Mrs. Barnes.“My grandmother

had left home, too, though she was even younger than me. What she did took far more courage

than I have.”“What did your grandmother do that was so adventurous?”“She was a nurse during

the Civil War.”“Oh, my—that was dangerous.”“She was only eighteen when she began. She

showed me her journal of that time. That’s when she gave me this book and said that it was

now my turn to write about my adventure.—Oh, and let me show you these.”Emily reached

beneath her chair and picked up two other books.“Dean Wilson gave me this for the trip too,”

she said. “It is Edith Holden’s Country Diary of an Edwardian Lady. She thought I would enjoy

her naturalist reflections and drawings and might do something similar myself. And my mother

gave me this other book, a signed copy of Hannah Whithall Smith’s autobiography.”“Who is

Hannah Whithall Smith?”“A Quaker lady,” replied Emily. “She was an author who lived in

Philadelphia. My parents and grandmother knew her, though she is dead now. She is the

author of A Christian’s Secret of a Happy Life.”“What an interesting title. I would love to meet

your grandmother,” said Mrs. Barnes. “She sounds like a fascinating woman—a woman activist

before anyone had even heard of suffragettes!”Emily laughed. “When we get back to the States

and life returns to normal, I will make sure you have that opportunity.”“But be prepared, dear,”

said Mrs. Barnes. “After an adventure like you are about to have, life never returns to normal.

The adventure becomes part of you forever.”9A Grandmother’s BlessingTHREE WEEKS

EARLIER—MAY 1924BURLINGTON, NEW JERSEYThree weeks prior to Emily’s departure,

eighty-two-year-old Wilhemina Hanson stepped out of the Burlington taxi and walked to the

door of what had once been her own home. No one, least of all the son whom she did not want

to know of it, would have suspected the purpose of her morning call.“Wilhemina . . . good

morning!” exclaimed Amelia Hanson when she opened the door and saw her mother-in-law on

the porch, holding a book in her hand and wearing her finest dress and hat. “Come in . . . Emily

is just home from college. She will love to see you.”The older woman followed her daughter-in-

law inside.“Hello, Grandma,” said Emily, walking into the living room. “It is wonderful to see you

again.” She hugged her grandmother affectionately. “I was planning to come into town to visit

you today.”“I’m afraid Miles isn’t home,” began Amelia as the three generations sat down

together.“I didn’t come to see Miles,” rejoined the elder Mrs. Hanson. Her tone was emphatic. “I

intentionally waited until I knew he would not be home. I do not want him putting in his two

cents’ worth after hearing what I have to say. I came to see the two of you. So make me a cup

of tea, Amelia. We Hanson women must have a serious talk.”Emily and her mother exchanged

curious glances. They knew Miles Hanson’s mother to be a woman who spoke her mind. But

they had never seen her quite like this. Amelia rose.“Now, Emily,” said Mrs. Hanson, “while your

mother is fixing us tea, tell me all about college. You have just completed your third year . . . did



you receive all A’s again?”“Almost, Grandma,” replied Emily, smiling sheepishly.“I understand

you will be writing a paper next year. What will you write about?”“I have been studying the birds

of the North Atlantic and their migratory patterns, habitats, and the evolutionary implications of

weather and locale in intraspecies development.”“They don’t promote evolution at your

college?” said Mrs. Hanson in alarm.“No, but in my field of biology it always comes up since

evolution is all the rage in the secular academic community. Our professors try to keep us

aware of current thought.”“Well, it is far beyond me!” laughed Mrs. Hanson. “But we women of

the family are all very proud of you—soon to be a college graduate.”“Thank you, Grandma.

What about you? I haven’t seen you for months.”“Nothing much changes for one my age. I miss

your grandfather, of course. But widowhood is in the nature of things for most women. It is our

cross to bear.”A few minutes later, Amelia returned with a tray. As soon as the three were

seated again with teacups in their hands, Mrs. Hanson launched into the purpose for her visit.“I

want to know about this trip of yours,” she said, turning to face Emily. “Miles says you might not

go.”“I, uh . . .” began Emily, glancing nervously toward her mother. “Daddy thinks it best that I

stay in Burlington for the summer.”“Why would he think that? Opportunities like this don’t come

along every day.”“Miles wants Emily to stay with you for the summer, Wilhemina,” said Amelia.

“He says that you do not like being alone.”“Pshaw!” exclaimed Mrs. Hanson in an annoyed

voice. “What does he think, that I am so infirm that—?”Mrs. Hanson paused and thought a

moment.“Actually,” she said in a softer voice, “I’m afraid it might be my own fault. I have

probably conveyed to Miles that it is lonely with his father gone.”“You must come live with us,

Wilhemina,” said Amelia gently. “With Emily away at college, there is more room than we know

what to do with.”“I appreciate that, Amelia, dear. But I am not quite ready yet. I may be eighty-

two, but I can take care of myself. My greatest fear in old age is becoming a burden to you and

Miles.”“You are always welcome. We would love to have you.”“You are such a dear, Amelia. But

there is time to think of that when the need arises. However, I came here to talk about you,

Emily,” said Mrs. Hanson, turning again to Emily. “Do you know what I did when I was your

age?”“You were a nurse, weren’t you?” answered Emily.“Yes,” nodded Mrs. Hanson. “And I was

younger than you when I began. I was only eighteen when the Civil War broke out. The

moment the reports in the newspapers began coming about the desperate need for nurses, I

knew I had to go. It was something I had to do.”“How did you know that you had to do it?” asked

Emily.“I had always wanted to be a nurse. Had I lived in these modern times when women are

doing so many exciting things, I think I would have gone to college with hopes of becoming a

doctor. What a thrill it gives me just to think that I might have been able to do such a thing. It is

too late for me, but it is not too late for you to fulfill your dreams.”Emily could not help laughing

at her grandmother’s enthusiasm. “Thank you, Grandma. Did you tell your parents what you

wanted to do?”“Oh, yes. My father said no.”“What did you do?”“I wanted to be honoring and

respectful of the Scripture about obeying your parents. But I went anyway. I packed a suitcase

and told my parents that I was going to the hospital in Philadelphia to ask if they could use my

help. I said that I did not want to do it behind their backs, but that I was determined to go.”“What

happened?”“Reluctantly, and silently, my father took me in the buggy to the train station to see

me off. As I was leaving he gave me forty dollars, then hugged me and kissed my cheek . . .

and that was it—I was off to the war. I saw things no one should ever have to see. I met so

many interesting people it would fill ten books.”“I would love to hear every bit of it!” said Emily.

“You are amazing, Grandma.”Mrs. Hanson laughed. “I still don’t know if I did the right thing,” she

said. “I was a pretty independent girl. I suppose I have always been too independent for my

own good,” she added, laughing again. “But my father and I had many a laugh in later years

over my impulsivity. When it was over he confessed himself proud of my desire to help people



and for the lives I may have helped save.”Mrs. Hanson paused. “This book,” she said, holding

up the volume in her lap, “is the journal I kept during those years. That was a time of great

change and growth in my life. I would not trade those years for anything. You know, I’m sure,

Emily, of the Quaker tradition of keeping journals. It is something Quakers do. I want to leave

my journal with you between now and the time for your trip. I want you to see what life-

changing experiences come to a young woman who ventures into the unknown and seizes

opportunities that come.”She handed the book to Emily.“Thank you, Grandma. It will be a

privilege to read it.”“The long and the short of it is this,” said Mrs. Hanson. “You have to go on

this trip that has been offered to you. It is time for you to follow in my footsteps.”She paused

and became thoughtful. The room was silent for fifteen or twenty seconds. At length Emily’s

grandmother continued.“I know how much Miles loves you,” she said. “Your father is just trying

to love you in the best way he knows, just as my father did. Fathers are protective of their

daughters. It is a sign of their love for us. And God bless them for being good fathers. However,

that does not change what we have to do. My opportunity came. Now it is your turn.”10The

CottageThe island of Whales Reef, two miles wide and four miles long, sat across an isthmus

of less than two miles that separated it from the so-called mainland. Along with the three larger

islands of Shetland, Yell, and Unst, Whales Reef was one of a hundred mostly uninhabited

smatterings of rock and land that made up what were known as “the Shetlands,” that

northernmost archipelago of Great Britain sitting in the North Atlantic some two hundred miles

north of Scotland proper. In addition to being the most remote realm of the United Kingdom,

the Shetlands were known primarily for their unique species of flora and fauna. The whole

world was familiar with the fabled Shetland pony—of which there were dozens of varieties.

What was less well known outside the select circle of British naturalist studies were the several

hundred bird species indigenous to the Shetlands. Scientifically this was a far more significant

fact, with far-reaching evolutionary implications, than was the existence of the miniature

species of pony that so captivated the horse-loving world’s fancy.Economically both indigenous

birds and Shetland ponies were dwarfed in importance by the development and breeding

during the previous quarter century of Shetlands’ own unimproved breed of sheep. Though not

so visually unique as the Shetland pony, the Shetland Dunface and related strains produced a

wool of short length and fine fiber which rivaled the expensive merinos from New Zealand that

had taken the wool trade by storm. Shetland wool now offered a lower-priced alternative. The

hardiness of the Dunface had resulted in an explosion of interest in the breed.Whales Reef in

particular was renowned for its prized wool. The island’s wool factory had become a thriving

concern, producing a great variety of goods and employing anyone on the island who wanted a

job. Fishing had once dominated the fiscal outlook of Whales Reef. For the last twenty years,

however, wool had driven that economy, and contributed in no small measure to the

uniqueness of the “Whales Weave” brand of handcrafted wool products.“Good morning,

Isobel,” said Loni as she walked through the Cottage’s back door into the kitchen after her

morning walk.“Good morning, miss. I’m just setting out tea and oatcakes and digestives for

elevenses. Saxe and Mr. Erskine will be in directly if you would like to join us.”“Thank you,”

replied Loni. “I would love a cup of tea.”As they were speaking, the housekeeper’s brother

could be heard descending the back stairway.Loni and Saxe sat down at the table in the

breakfast room while Isobel set out cups and saucers, milk, silverware, plates of oatcakes and

biscuits along with butter and various jams. They were joined a few minutes later by Dougal

Erskine, the estate’s gamekeeper, who left his rubber boots outside the door and came inside

in thickly wool-clad stocking feet. To say that the housekeeper joined the other three for tea

would be misrepresenting the facts. She scarcely occupied her chair for more than sixty



seconds before jumping up to replenish someone’s cup or add more biscuits to the platter or

refill the teapot or water cooker in the kitchen.“We are all doing very nicely, Isobel,” said Loni, “if

you would like to relax and enjoy your tea.”“Telling my sister to relax will be speaking a foreign

language to the lass, miss,” said the elder of the two Mathesons. “She’s not happy unless she

is busy.”“Is that true, Isobel?”“Aye, miss. Idle hands as they say.”“Well as I told you before,

things are different in the United States. We aren’t used to people doing for us what we can do

ourselves. I know you have plenty to keep you busy, Dougal, with the animals and grounds.

But, Isobel and Saxe, please do not feel that you have to wait on me.”“Oh, we have much to do,

miss,” said Isobel.“I realize that. Still—”“I have my chickens, miss.”“Of course.”“And the laundry

and cleaning.”“I understand.”“And the windows and floors and silver to polish and glassware

and cabinets to dust.”“You are very diligent and I appreciate that. Yet it would warm my heart to

see you in the Great Room reading some of the books on the shelves.”“Oh, miss, I couldn’t do

that,” exclaimed Isobel.“You and I have had tea there together.”“That was a special occasion,

miss. It wouldn’t be fitting to be there alone.”“Why is that?”“It just would not . . . it wouldn’t be

right, miss.”“Since it is my house and they are my chairs and books, I would like you to use the

Great Room and read the books. And while we’re on the subject, do you suppose the three of

you could get used to calling me Alonnah rather than Miss.”They stared back as if she were

speaking in Greek.“It is a simple request,” laughed Loni.“We’ll try, miss,” said Saxe softly while

Isobel went to see about something in the kitchen.“Hae ye heard fae yer friend Maddy?” asked

Dougal.“She and I had a Skype conversation yesterday morning,” replied Loni.“What’s that,

miss?”“Skype?”“Aye.”“It’s like a video telephone call.”The two men stared back with blank

expressions.“Our computers have little cameras inside them. When we telephone from our

computers, we can see each other.”“Weel, ’tis a mystery to me,” said Dougal. “But gie her my

regards.”“I will, Dougal. You and she certainly hit it off.”“The lass said I put her in mind o’ her

grandfather. She was jist like a lassie wi’ the lammies an’ the wee ponies.”A few minutes later,

Loni left the breakfast room and walked up the wide semicircular staircase from the expansive

entryway to her favorite room in the house, the study of her great-great-grandfather Ernest, the

man known as the Auld Tulloch. The room had come to symbolize the heart and soul not only

of the Cottage but of the spiritual life of the island.The more she read of Ernest’s letters and

pondered his treasured books and gazed upon photographs of his smiling face, the more

curious she became about his sojourn as a farmhand in turn-of-the-century Prussia, and of his

exploits during the second of the two great wars in the Allied cause.———After an hour in the

study, Loni returned downstairs, left the Cottage, and struck overland across the moor toward

the village of Whales Reef. The springy turf beneath her feet provided a grassy blanket

overspreading the vast riches of peat beneath it. All around as she walked, the island’s treeless

moors were vibrant with heather’s blossoms of purple and white.Loni had not yet spent a winter

in the Shetlands, nor was she sure she wanted to. So far north, the months of December and

January were long, dark, and cold. To stay warm, the sheep for which the island was known

wore thick coverings of prized wool that would in future years colorfully adorn men and women

the world over as sweaters, mittens, scarves, and caps. Before then, however, their coats

served the more utilitarian purpose of keeping their owners thickly blanketed through the biting

winter months.The humans of these regions had a more difficult time of it. Yet they too

survived. An ingenious protection against the cold had been discovered millennia earlier by the

men of antiquity. Endowed by their Creator with no natural protection against the elements, and

with the thinnest skin in the animal kingdom, they found the potential of warmth buried beneath

their very feet. If the humans of the islands could not grow insulating coats, they could excavate

from the earth a miraculous subterranean substance capable of producing warmth through



fire.As autumn gave way to winter, the nuanced colors of the tiny heather blooms on Shetland’s

moors slowly faded, returning the subtle blossoms of majestic purple to the bowels of the

earth. In its own yearly death, season after season dying upon itself, layer adding to

compacted layer, century after century, millennium after millennium, the decayed heather was

invisibly transformed beneath the surface, then excavated, cut, dried, and stored to keep the

fires of the Shetlands burning hot and bright. If four walls and a roof could be built to surround

and enclose their fires, the human population could thus be kept alive through the harsh

conditions that came when the sun went south for the winter.Indeed, the Shetlands were the

repository of more peat per square inch than anywhere in Scotland. Peat warmed not only their

homes, it fueled the fires of island hearts. Behind every cottage on Whales Reef stood a

winter’s store of “peats.” These black brick-shaped chunks of living earth would keep their fires

blazing until a new supply was harvested for the next year. Shetlanders would have little use for

an American woodshed. But a supply of peats protected from the rain, whether in a shed or

stacked beneath an overhanging projection of barn roof, was as vital to survival as a milk-

producing cow.Loni recalled her first morning in the Cottage. She had been so proud to make a

fire with the wood David had provided. At the time she had no clue what the odd-looking dark

bricks beside the grate even were. Dear old Sandy Innes had shown her how to build a peat

fire and retain the life of its hot glowing embers through the night. David later told her of the

mystery of the heather, a few tiny blossoms of which now encircled one of her fingers, and the

inseparable intertwining mystery of heather and peat which gave a regal tradition to the

highlands of his Scottish ancestors.She had since grown to love the glowing oranges and reds

of a peat fire no less than the spectacular display of the heather beneath her feet which

produced it, and to relish in the aroma of the white smoke trailing up from the chimneys of

nearly every cottage in the village she now approached on this chilly August morning.11The
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Keith Hart, “This Story just Keeps Getting Better and I didn’t want it to End!. Michael Phillips I

wanted to let you know how much I’ve Enjoyed reading The Shetland series - especially the

touching picture of Christians dealing with an enemy (David and Loni) reacting in Kindness to

Hardy a person who has wronged them both and Following Jesus’ Commands to Love their

enemy! I read lots of spiritual books, listen to sermons and programs but I don’t hear much

about living out Jesus’ words to Love our enemies, and certainly no details on how that would

look! Of course, our Scottish Friend (George MacDonald) that you’ve introduced us to wrote

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/Dxyxv/The-Legacy-Secrets-of-the-Shetlands-Book-3


about loving our enemies and the power in trusting the Spirit instead of ourselves. And that’s

why I Love Reading Phillips and MacDonald! What a Legacy”

Cass Wessel, “A Shetland Saga. This deep dive into the fictional Tulloch family following the

clan history into the 21st century. Author Phillips crafts a story that follows the unlikely

relationship of Loni and David. What a saga! Kept me reading to the end.”

Eddist Rhett, “The Secret. Another must read the entire series, Mr. Phillips has a way of

mysteriously holding your attention; almost in ransom! Always worth the cost and time to read

these amazing stories! I read these series years ago, good read is not recognizing them as

read, because I don't always write a review for each book! I often write the review for the

series!”

Jean Haynes, “MY FAVORITE READ THIS YEAR!. Michael Phillips is one of my all-time

favorite authors. The Legacy, a third in The Secrets of The Shetlands trilogy, is fascinating,

and an exciting conclusion to a beautiful story covering several generations. I particularly was

taken with the chapters covering World War II. He emphasizes the spiritual history of both the

Scottish and American characters. He weaves a fascinating story of how Christians from

entirely different nationalities, denominations, and centuries share common beliefs which heal

and draw them together.Be sure to start with number 1, The Inheritance, then number 2, The

Cottage, and then #3, The Legacy.”

Diane, “Shetland legacy. I read this trilogy straight through. I've read countless books by

Phillips, starting back to his revisions of George MacDonald. I became a fan. This is no fluff

Christian fiction, but a story sprinkled liberally with truth. The characters grow and change

towards God and its remarkable. I often wish his characters were real. I want to step onto

Whales Reef and meet them all.”

JNET, “Be sure to buy all three! It’s a trilogy !. Could not put these books down. Be sure you

know it’s a trilogy and get all three!! I picked up the first one The Inheritance and read it on a

trip to Ireland not paying attention and realizing it was a trilogy. Ordered the remaining two as

soon as I got home!Love this author and will search out some new books!”

Abigail, “A good series with a lot of interesting info as well.. Since I am Scottish and Irish, I

found this very interesting. I was given the first book in the series and just had to have the next

one and the next one.”

Eunice Smith, “Enthralling. The third book in this series has simply been a highlight for me. It

brought back memories of my visit to Pitlochry and purchases at Heather Gems. Aside from

that i have loved every aspect of this series with its historic and present day concepts entwined

in the story. Michael Philips is probably one of my favourite writers and I can't wait to see what

his next book will unfold. A highly recommended series for young and the more mature!”

Jan Perry, “Great read. Loved the book.  Loved the series”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The first two books of the series were wonderful and I am anxious to find

a quiet space .... I haven't had a chance to read it, but look so forward to enjoying it. The first

two books of the series were wonderful and I am anxious to find a quiet space where I can



enjoy it.”

helen ford, “Five Stars. I haven't finished reading the book yet but am enjoying it very much.”

The book by Michael Phillips has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 176 people have provided feedback.
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